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Combined solid-state closing switch for high-current pulse switching
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The results of studies of a solid-state closing switch for a high-current pulse switching are presented. The

experiments were carried out on a laboratory facility with a capacitive energy storage run down a discharge circuit

with electrical-explosive opening switch (EEOS) by a current pulse with an amplitude ∼ 450 kA. The discharge

circuit consists of two sections separated by a branch with a solid-state closing switch. A metal foil of the EEOS

can be located in an interelectrode gap of the closing switch. The operation of the EEOS leads to a breakdown

of the insulation of the closing switch, as a result of which an effective shunting of the section of the discharge

circuit containing the EEOS occurs. The developed combined solid-state closing switch in the future is capable of

providing multi-channel switching of a high-current pulse to the load synchronously with the EEOS operation.

Keywords: current switching, electrical-explosive opening switch, solid-state closing switch, closing time of a

switch, final resistance of a switch.
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Introduction

The phenomenon known in physics as the electrical

explosion of a conductor is a sudden change in its physical

state under the action of a pulsed electric current of high

density, leading to the disappearance of metallic electrical

conductivity and accompanied by the effects characteristic

of an electrical explosion —radiation and the formation of

shock waves [1]. The principle of electrical explosion of a

conductor is the basis for the operation of electrical explo-

sive current disconnectors (EEOS). Compared to other types

of disconnectors, the EECD is characterized by its simple

construction and low intrinsic inductance. Its working fluid

is a foil or wires arranged in a dielectric (arc-quenching)
medium. EEOSs have found application in the creation

of powerful power sources based on explosive magnetic

generators for powering liner ponderomotor units [2], as

well as for the formation of high-voltage pulses in high-

impedance loads [3,4]. Under determined conditions, due

to fast resistance growth and low inductance, EEOS can

be used as a second aggravation stage and form mega

ampere current pulses with an ∼ 0.1µs [5] front. The load

connection in such devices is usually made using a solid-

state or gas-filled closing switch (CS) [6]. One possible

design of a multichannel solid-state arrester for nanosecond

switching of mega-ampere currents is proposed in [7].

The advantages of solid-state CS include their compact-

ness, manufacturability, and ability to hold high voltages for

long periods of time. But there are also disadvantages, such

as relatively long response time and high final resistance

and inductance values, which result in a current pulse with

a longer edge and much smaller amplitude than required

in the load circuit. High final values of resistance and

inductance of CS are caused by the formation of a limited

number of breakdown channels in the volume of the CS

insulator. Thus, it is known from experiments [6] that, as

a rule, only one channel is formed in such devices when a

voltage pulse with a rising rate dU/dt < 1011 V/s is applied

to the dielectric. For simultaneous (during ∼ 10−9 s)
formation of multiple breakdown channels, pulses with

a steep front dU/dt ≥ 1012 V/s must be applied to the

dielectric. However, this voltage rise rate requirement is

difficult to achieve in most cases of practical interest. It

is possible to provide a multichannel mode of operation

of the CS by using an external control high-voltage pulse,

but in this case, taking into account possible deviations of

amplitude and time parameters of the inductive accumulator

and EEOS from the set values, the moment of load

connection, determined by the predetermined moment of

the control signal supply, may differ significantly from the

optimal one from the point of view of the EEOS operation.

Also to the disadvantages of solid-state CS should be

attributed instability of the moment of its operation, due

to the scattering of values of the breakdown voltage of

the dielectric, which, in turn, can lead to variations from

experience to experience rise time and amplitude of the

current pulse in the load. For example, at breakdown of

various industrial samples of lavsan insulator there is a 30%

variation of values of breakdown voltage [8] due to the

presence of microdefects, inhomogeneities and extraneous

micro-inclusions affecting its electrical strength.

This paper presents the results of research on the

development of a solid-state CS design capable of providing

both multichannel switching of a high-current pulse into

the load under conditions when dU/dt < 1012 V/s, and

synchronization of the moment of load connection with
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the operation of EEOS. The fulfilment of the last condition

is necessary in case of deviations of the operation of the

inductive accumulator and EEOS from the design mode,

which is especially important in expensive experiments with

explosive magnetic generators.

The studies were carried out on a laboratory electrophys-

ical setup at a current with amplitude ∼ 450 kA, increasing

over time ∼ 1µs.

1. Description of the installation and
features of its operation

The equivalent circuit diagram of the experimental setup

for investigating the operation of the closing key is shown

in Fig. 1, a). The unit consists of: a capacitor bank 1 of ca-

pacitance 7.2µF with charging voltage 83 kV; inductance 2

(70 nH), resistance 3 (20m �) and capacitance 4 (10 nF) of
the cable lines that carry electrical energy from the capacitor

bank to the discharge circuit; inductances 5 (20 nH) and 6

(24 nH) in the discharge circuit; variable resistance EEOS 7;

variable resistance CS 8.

During the operation of the device the current from the

source 1 through inductances 5 and 6 is led to the EEOS

consisting of an aluminium foil, part of which can be located

in the gap of the CS between the potential electrode and the

film insulator (combined version of the CS, Fig. 1,b). As a
result of current flow, the foil first heats up, then melts

and begins to vaporize, which causes a sharp increase in

the resistance of the EEOS and an increase in the voltage

on the CS. When the CS is activated, a section of the
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Figure 1. a — The equivalent electrical circuit of the CS

research setup. 1 — capacitor bank, 2−4 — inductance, resistance

and capacitance of the supply lines, 5, 6 — inductance of the

discharge circuit sections, 7 — resistance of EEOS, 8 — shorting

key; b — diagram of the combined shorting switch consisting of

electrodes (a), EEOS foil section (b) and film insulators (c). I1 —
current through the EEOS, I2 — current through the closing key.

discharge circuit consisting of the inductance 6 and EEOS 7

is shunted.

In difference from the variant of CS, in which the foil

in its gap is absent, in the combined CS along with

the increase of voltage on it due to the foil electro-

explosion there are accompanying factors — shock wave

and electromagnetic radiation [1], causing multi-channel and

azimuthally homogeneous CS breakdown [9].
The thickness of the EEOS foil is selected in a design-

experimental way, so that its electric explosion occurs

near the moment of current maximum in the discharge

circuit. The thickness of the CS insulator must provide

the necessary electrical strength and prevent premature

tripping. In the present work, results are presented for a

design variant with an optimum EEOS working fluid in the

form of a single layer of aluminium foil of thickness 9µm,

width 116mm, length 60mm and CS insulators of total

thickness 160µm.

2. The computational model of the EEOS
and latching key

To calculate the time variation of resistance R f of the

EEOS foil due to its Joule heating when current I1 flows,

the differential equation is used

de/dt = I1(t)
2R f (e)/m,

m = ρ0Sl, R f (e) = R0η(e), R0 = l/(σ0S),

where e(t) — the thermal component of the internal energy

of a unit mass of foil, counted from the initial value at nor-

mal conditions (e(0) = 0); S = πDδ — the cross-sectional

area of the foil; R0, σ0, m, ρ0, l, δ, D — initial resistance,

conductivity coefficient, total mass, density, length, thickness

and diameter of the foil arrangement. The dependence

η(e) = R f /R0 in the range 0 < e < eburst, where eurst —
value of the specific thermal energy of the foil at its com-

plete evaporation (electric explosion), is tabular and can be

taken, for example, from the works [1,10,11]. In accordance

with the data given in [11,12], the computational model

assumes that in the energy range eburst < e(t) < 2eburst
the resistance of the EEOS is maximum and equal to

R f (eburst). If at the final stage of commutation there is

further heating of foil electrical explosion products by the

flowing current, it leads to the transition of the vaporized

substance to the plasma state, accompanied by a drop

in the resulting electrical resistance from thermal energy.

In the computational model, this process is described by

the Spitzer conductivity (σ ∝ T 3/2), which is characteristic

of the plasma state of matter, and it is assumed that in the

case of e(t) > 2eburst the resistance of the EEOS falls in

accordance with R f (e) = R0η(eburst)/
(

e/(2eburst)
)3/2

.

According to the existing theoretical concepts, the electri-

cal breakdown of a solid-state CS insulator has two succes-

sive stages — the dielectric loss of electrical strength and

its destruction [13]. If the first stage of breakdown begins
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when the breakdown electric field strength Ebr is reached

in its volume, then during the second stage the effective

ohmic resistance of CS decreases from a large initial value

to some final value depending on the number of breakdown

channels formed at the first stage. Taking into account the

described phenomena in the used calculation model, the

two-stage operation of the investigated solid-state CS with

multilayer lavsan insulation (Ebr = 140−180 kV/mm [8]) of

total thickness 1 = 0.16mm was numerically modelled by

time-variable resistance as Rcs(t) = 1M� at t < tbr and

Rcs(t) = Rclose + (Rcs (tbr) − Rclose) exp
[

−(t − tbr)/tclose

]

at t ≥ tbr, where the time tbr corresponds to the mo-

ment when the breakdown voltage Ubr = Ebr1 ≈ 22−29 kV

reaches the CS. Two free parameters (characteristic duration
of the CS insulation failure process tclose and its final ohmic

resistance Rclose) in the computational model are varied for

the best agreement with the experimental results.

3. Experimental results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows experimental oscillograms and calculated

dependences of currents in the absence of foil in the CS gap.

This experimental configuration made it possible to exclude

the impact on the CS operation of the mechanical action

of the shock wave, as well as other factors accompanying

the electric explosion. The breakdown of the CS insulator

in this case is ensured only by the overvoltage developed

during the operation of EEOS, when the voltage U > Ubr is

realized on the CS insulator. The computational modelling

reproduces the experimental results well for the following

CS parameters: tclose = 0.003µs, Rclose = 0.01�. Fig. 3

shows the experimental results in the case of foil placement

in the CS gap and the results of computational mod-

elling for the following CS parameters: tclose = 0.003µs,

Rclose = 0.002�.
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Figure 2. Oscillograms (bold lines) and calculated (thin lines)
dependences of currents when there is no foil between the CS

electrodes. 1 — current through the EEOS, 2 — current through

the closing key.
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Figure 3. Oscillograms (bold lines) and calculated (thin lines)
dependences of currents in the presence of foil between the CS

electrodes. 1 — current through the EEOS, 2 — current through

the closing key.

a b

Figure 4. Photographs of the electrode surface. a — experiment

without the EEOS foil in the gap of the gating, b — experiment

with the EEOS foil in the CS gap

.

The comparison of experimental currents in Fig. 2 and 3

shows that in the absence of the EEOS foil in the CS gap,

the moment of commutation onset remained practically un-

changed, but there was a noticeable (by 1.8 times) decrease

in the amplitude and delay of the front of the current

pulse through the CS, which indicates the deterioration

of commutation parameters. The computational modelling

of the experimental results shows that the duration tclose

of the gating operation does not change, and its final
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resistance Rclose without foil in the gap increases by 5

times in comparison with the case of the presence of the

foil section of the EEOS in the CS gap. This result is

due to the azimuthally uniform current distribution over the

entire cylindrical surface of the CS at the initial presence

of the EEOS foil in the gap, in contrast to the variant

when it is absent — in this case, as a rule, a single-

channel breakdown mode is realized. As an illustration

of the above, photographs of the electrodes after the

corresponding experiments are shown in Fig. 4.

4. Conclusion

1) The experiments carried out in two configurations of

axially symmetric CS with lavsan insulation demonstrated

different switching properties: in the case of the presence of

the EEOS foil in the gap of the gear, a current pulse with an

amplitude of 410 kA and a rise time of 400 ns was passed

through it against, respectively, 240 kA and 550 ns in the

case of the absence of the foil in the CS gap.

2) The computational modelling has shown that the

improvement of switching properties is due to the imple-

mentation of a lower value of the final resistance of the CS

(approximately 5 times) in the case of the combined with

EEOS variant of its design. Photographs of the electrodes

after the experiments also confirm the azimuthally uniform

current distribution over the entire cylindrical surface of the

CS in the presence of foil in the gap, in contrast to the

variant when there is no foil in the gap.

Thus, the experimental results indicate that the factors ac-

companying the electric explosion of the EEOS foil (shock
wave and electromagnetic radiation) actively participate

in the breakdown of the CS insulation along with the

overvoltage developed during the EEOS operation. The

above factors ensure effective destruction of the insulator

throughout the CS annular gap, resulting in its lower ohmic

resistance in the closed state. The obtained experimental

results and computational model can be used in the

development of new versions of experiments on switching

megaampere current pulses with the help of a solid-state

combined CS when powered from more powerful, including

explosive-magnetic, current generators. In particular, at the

electrophysical installation at the maximum current level

of 800 kA the developed combined EQ allowed to pass a

current pulse with amplitude ≈ 670 kA and rise time of

300 ns formed with the help of EEOS.
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